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Introducing Adobe Fresco
Natural drawing and painting for beautiful brand expression.

Adobe Creative Cloud for teams

Built for the latest stylus and touch devices like iPad Pro and Microsoft Surface, Adobe Fresco 
brings together the world’s largest brush collection with revolutionary new technology to 
deliver a natural drawing and painting experience. It’s designed for your organization’s creative 
professionals—including graphic designers, illustrators, and animators—as well any creative 
team member who wants to use drawing and painting for marketing or brand expression.

Adobe Fresco accelerates drawing and painting workflows across devices thanks to integration 
with Adobe Illustrator and a roundtrip workflow with Adobe Photoshop that lets users draw 
with their favorite Photoshop brushes.

Top benefits for business users

Compatibility

Largest collection of the world’s most natural brushes 
Adobe Fresco combines the power of your favorite Photoshop brushes, the precision of vector brushes, 
and the revolutionary technology of Live Brushes for unlimited expression. Paint with watercolors and oils 
that blossom, blend, smear, and smudge just like the real thing. Work with infinitely scalable vector brushes 
to create crisp lines that are ready to print at any size. Easily import all your Photoshop brushes, or choose 
from over a thousand natural brushes created by acclaimed master Kyle T. Webster. Vector and raster 
brushes in the same app means no more switching between apps.

Professional-quality tools that are simple enough for all skill levels 
Adobe Fresco reimagines essential tools for illustrators, including modernized selection and masking 
as well as a customizable UI, so you can draw faster and without distractions.

Work how you want, wherever inspiration strikes 
Adobe Fresco is available on your favorite portable devices so you can work anywhere you are. And with 
Photoshop integration and automatic cloud syncing, your brushes and projects are always at your fingertips. 

iOS 
Adobe Fresco for iOS is available for all iPads running iOS 12.4 or later. Recommended devices include:

 •  iPad Pro 1: 12.9", 10.5", 9.7"; iPad Pro 2: 12.9", 11"

Stay up to date as we add support for more devices by following us online at @adobedrawing.

Windows 
Adobe Fresco is currently available for Windows drawing devices that are touch- and stylus-enabled. 
Compatible devices include:

 •  Microsoft Surface Pro 4, Surface Pro 5, Surface Pro 6

 •  Microsoft Surface Book 1, Surface Book 2

Get started: Adobe Fresco is part of Adobe Creative Cloud for teams plans. www.adobe.com/products/fresco.html

 •  Microsoft Surface Studio 1, Surface Studio 2

 •  Wacom Mobile Studio Pro 13", Mobile Studio Pro 16"

 •  iPad Air 2019 and Mini 2019 models and compatible 
with Apple Pencil


